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Abstract

Recent transmission electron microscopy examinations of a number of fee and

bec metals and alloys irradiated either by heavy-ions or high energy electrons

have shown that dynamic interactions of displacement damage with impurities

and alloying elements lead to segregation and/or to the formation

of second phases at internal surfaces such as voids. To date the phenomenon

has been observed in an experimental 18 Cr-8 Ni-1 Si stainless steel, in

commercial 316L stainless steel, in Vanadium and in Nickel. Analysis of the

segregation-induced strain field around the voids indicate that irradiation

produces an enrichment of elements with negative size factors and/or depletion

of elements with positive size factors. Preliminary Auge spectroscopic

analysis indicates a similar segregation phenomenon occurs at the external

irradiated surface in 18 Cr-8Ni- 1 Si stainless steel. A comparison of the .

Auger spectra from surfaces of unirradiated and irradiated samples show that

irradiation produces an increase in the Nickel and Silicon concentration but

a decrease in the Chromium concentration. Nickel and Silicon have negative size

factors while for chromium, it is positive. These results suggest that undersized

substitutional elements may tend to preferentially interchange positions with

oversized solutes in interstitial sites, and that transport by interstitials

may dominate segregation to defect sinks.

Introduction

It has been recognized for some time that equilibrium segregation of certain

alloying elements to surfaces occurs as a consequence of the concurrent reduction

of the surface free energy. However, it has not been as generally recognized

that during irradiation point defect flows to internal or external surfaces can
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induce a kinetic, non-equilibrium segregation of alloying elements far in

excess of the classical Gibbsian equilibrium adsorption. This phenomenon could

be of considerable importance for a detailed understanding of radiation-induced

swelling as well as radiation-induced surface phenomena such as blistering,

sputtering and the diffusion of gases near bombarded surfaces.

In this paper we present evidence which indicates that during.irradiation

small atomic size elements are enriched near vodd surfaces causing the strain fields ob-

served by. transmission electron microscopy. We also present some preliminary Auger electron

spectroscopy results which indicates that the same segregation phenomenon occurs

at externally bombarded surfaces. A simple kinetic model of the phenomenon is

described. The results sugf^t that atomic size of alloying elements may

play an important role in determining the segregation behavior.

Segregation to Void Surfaces

The possibility that impurities or alloying elements might segregate to

voids during irradiation was recently predicted by Anthony and was first

confirmed experimentally in a high purity 18Cr-8Ni-lSi stainless steel during

(2 3)insitu bombardment in a high voltage electron microscope . It has since,

however, been observed in a number of other metals and alloys notably in heavy-

vai

(8)

ion bombarded vanadium^ » , commercial 3161/ ' and 321^ ' stainless steels

and in nickel

At low doses segregation to voids generally induce anomalously

large coherency strains in the surrounding matrix (see fig. la) which can be

(9)

measured quantitatively using the strain contrast method of Ashby and Brown .

For example, in 18Cr-8Ni-lSi stainless steel irradiated at 500°C with lMev elec-

trons, the state of strain around the voids was found to be an order of magnitude

larger than that expected for voids, i.e., empty cavities or for bubbles containing

gas at equilibrium pressure.
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For experimental details the reader is referred to references (2) and (3).

With increasing dose, segregation often leads to the formation of a new

phase on the void surfaces (fig. lb and lc).

Segregation to External Bombarded Surfaces

In order to determine whether similar segregation effects occur at external

surfaces during irradiation, and to identify the segregating species, Auger

electron spectroscopy was used to compare the s'urface chemical composition of

a 18Cr-8Ni-lSi stainless steel samples in the un-irradiated condition and after

irradiating with 3.25 ftav Ni + ions at 600 C to a peak dose of 60 dpa (displacements
o

per atom) at a depth of 6000 A, The corresponding dose at the surface was about

15 dpa with a damage rate of -10 dpa/sec.

Figure 2 shows typical Auger spectra taken from the irradiated and un-irradiated

surfaces using a 5kV primary electron beam while maintaining the surfaces at
—9

1x10 torr. The spectra shown are representative of a number of spectra

obtained from different areas of the specimens,, The spectrum of the irradiated

surface shows a silicon peak at about 1640 ev which is essentially absent in

the spectrum of the un-irradiated surface. The nickel peak is more pronounced

after irradiation idnciating a segregation of nickel to the irradiated surface.

The rather pronounced chromium peak in the spectrum of the un-irradiated surface

indicates that chromium may have segregated to the surfaces during the solution

anneal or the subsequent quench given to the samples initially. After irradiation

the chromium peaks are substantially reduced indicating that a depletion of chromium

had occurred.

These results, though preliminary in nature, suggests that a correlation

may exist between the sign of the volume size factor of a solute (fractional

molar volume change per unit change in concentration of solute) and its segre-

gation behavior. Table I gives the chemical analysis of the alloy in both wt.

t and at. percent. It also lists the volume size factors for the major and minor
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alloying elements measured for a 316 stainless steel with a composition of

the major alloying elements similar to that of the alloy used in the present

investigation. The volume size factors for our alloy should be close to those

given. It can be seen from Table I that nickel and silicon have negative volume

size factors and become enriched at the bombarded surface, while chromium has

a large positive size factor and is depleted.

In the following sections we describe a simple kinetic model of the segregation

phenomenon which appears to successfully account for the magnitude and observed

size factor dependence of the segregation induced strains around voids in electron

irradiated 18Cr-8Ni-lSi stainless steel.

Atomic Mechanisms for Segregation

Kinetic solute segregation as a consequence of a radiation induced vacancy

flow has been suggested by Anthony . He considered two mechanisms. The first

results from preferential exchange of a substitutional alloying element with

vacancies which leads to a preferential flow of this alloying element in the

opposite direction of the vacancy flow. The second mechanism results from a

strong binding between an alloying element and vacancies which causes a "dragging"

of this alloying element in the same direction as the vacancy flow. The two

mechanisms may oppose or supplement each other in producing segregation.

We suggest that the flow of radiation produced interstitials can produce

segregation as well. Intersticials, e.g., in a dumbbell configuration, may

contain a preponderance of one alloying element if this element lowers the

formation energy of interstitials. Swanson et al. (11) have shown that the normally

substitutional manganese occupies predominantly interstitial positions in aluminum

after low-temperature irradiation. Flow of interstitial defects which have a

different composition than that of the alloy will affect segregation.
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Segregation Profiles Around Voids

(12)
Wiedersich and Okamoto recently formulated a simple kinetic model for

segregation during irradiation to compute steady-state solute concentration

profiles around voids. By assuming that solute atoms act as centers of dilation,

the solute distribution profiles were subsequently used to estimate the magnitude

and the void size dependence of the induced strain for comparison with experiments.

(12)
The full analysis will be reported elsewhere and only the basic outlines of

the model find the results of its application to electron irradiated 18Cr-8Ni-lSi

stainless steel will be reported here.

The trodel assumes that the defect induced flux J of solute atoms to the
s

void surface is proportional to the instantaneous flux J, of those point defects
a

which cause the solute segregation, i.e.,

The proportionality factor 3d is a measure of the efficiency of the drag effect
5

end can be a function of the solute concentration. 8 may be positive or negative
s

depending on the dominant mechanism. Steady-state conditions are achieved when

the reverse solute flux J induced by the developing solute gradient just
s

balances J . The steady-state condition may therefore be written as
s

Jd = -0dD,VC, = D VC = -J (2)
s s d d s s s

with D and D, the diffusion coefficient of the solute and the defects causing

the segregation, respectively, Equation (2) may be solved for the steady state

solute concentration C in terms of the steady-state point defect concentration

.(13)
C, produced by irradiation
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The solution for spherical symmetry appropriate for voids and for the case

when 3 = ctC (r) with a a constant (i.e., when the solute flux is proportional
s s

to the local concentration at distance r from the void center) is givan by

Cs(r) - Cs(R) exp [*[ £ + \ (f) -f}] (3)

with

R
A

•3D, «)

Here 2R is the average distance between voids, and n is the net point defect

generate rate (corrected for recombination). The constant C (r) is the solute
s

concentration at distance R from the void center. It is evaluated by conserving

solute, i.e.,

P- <R3-ro
3) C° - 4TT I r2C (r) dr (5)

j S I S

where C is the average solute concentration in the alloy and r is the void
s o

radius.

Segregation Induced Strain Around Voids

The solute distribution given by eq. (3) can be used to estimate the induced

strain if the solute atoms act as.centers of dilation.

To solve this elasticity problem one can

take advantage of the fact that a non-uniform distribution of dilations centers

in an infinite body has the same elastic effect as a non-uniform distribution

of temperature . Nolfi recently used this analogy to calculats the stress

distribution around an"inclusion" consisting of a gas bubble surrounded by a

non-uniform distribution of solute atoms. His treatment can be used to show



that the misfit parameter of the "inclusion" is given by,

3 _ 3 o
e m - T-r, [ i ^ - — | | ^ + Kfi_FAC_ /rg - rQft3K + 4G I 3

* rs

Here r is the bubble radius, P is the gas pressure in the bubble, 2o/r
o g o

is the inward force per unit area acting at the bubble surface due to the intrinsic

surface a, r is the radius of the "inclusion1', i.e., the effective radius of
s

the zone of segregation, AC Is the average ex'cess solute concentration (in
s

atomic fraction) within the zone of segregation over that of the surrounding

matrix, fi is the volume size factor and K and G are, respectively, the bulk
s

and shear moduli! of the matrix.

The limiting cases for eq. (6) lead to the well known expressions for a

gas bubble and for a spherical precipitate. The second term repre-
.when r0 = rs

senting the contribution of segregation effects vanishes(and eq. (6) reduces

which is identical to the misfit parameter of a gas bubble first derived by

Brown and Mazey . The other limiting case occurs when r = 0. In this

case the first term representing gas and surface stress effects vanishes and we

have

Kft AC
T ( 8 )

which is the misfit parameter of a solid inclusion of excess concentration

AC . Equation (8) is equivalent to the misfit parameter used by Ashby and
s

/g)
Brown since 36 = ncijAC where 6 is the fractional change in lattice parameter

or S
between the unconstrained inclusion and matrix.
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Before eq. (6) can be applied to the solute distribution given by

eq. (3) an estimate of the effective radius r must be obtained. Since

the gradient is expected to be very steep for void sizes and dose rates

of concern here, we can as a first approximation replace eq. (3) with

»
a linear relation C (r) that has been same slope and value at the void

s •
surface i.e.,

c'(r) = mr + b , (9)

b = Ce(r ) 4h
s o \r2 R2

and
r 2

7-+ ?(r) -I}]
As shown schematically in fig. 3V the radius r can be defined as

s
i

the value of r at which C (r ) = C (R). With this definition of r and
s s s s

— i '
using AC = 7T [C (r ) - C (R)] eq. (6) may be written in the form

s 2 s o s
r <3

s(i)
Here

ea = To, (P ~ T* (14)

and

o

with

K Si C
e = ,* . L , (16)
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P o = r Q / R , (17)

and

V rg/ro = 1 + PQ (1 - p^)"
1 f1 [1 - exp (•}{)] . (20)

Equation (13) has been written in this form because the left-hand quantity

can be measured rather directly. As will be shown later, e is small

compared with e in the present case. Therefore, we will direct our
s

attention to e .
s

The scaling factor e is essentially determined by the alloy and

the segregating alloying element. It is the fractional molar volume •
o

change of the base metal by alloying with a malefraction C (R) of solute,

multiplied by the elastic constant combination K/(3K + 4G). C (R)
s

should be determined selfconsistently with the aid of equ (5). For the

crude model used here it suffices to make the approximation C (R) i> C ,
s •— s

i.e., the segregation does not deplete the background concentration

significantly. The calculated values of e for all major and minor

alloying elements are given in Table I.

The function F(<J>, p ) in eq. (15) contains the variables &4airacheristic

of the radiation, n, of the microstructure, p = r /R, and of the solute,

ct/D , i.e., the ratio of the dragging coefficient to the diffusion

coefficient of the solute.

coig;ARISON WLIR_ EXPERIMENT X- °" J
(9)

Ashby and Brown have shown that tiie strain contrast image width

w of an inclusion of radius r is determined by the parameter C _*Lsg j>r*
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P o = r Q / R , (17)

F = \ (exp)(- l)[(rs/ro)
3 - 1)] , (18)rs/ro

land

r IT = 1 + p (1 - p ) ~ $ [1 - exp(-)6] . (20)

s o o o * '

:ion (13) has been written in this form because the left-hand quantity

>e measured lather directly. As will be shown later, e is small

ired with e in the present case. Therefore, we will direct our
s

it ion to e .
s

The scaling factor e is essentially determined by the alloy and

legregating alloying element. It is the fractional molar volume •

°A
jje of the base metal by al.'.oying with a nKU.efracti.on C (R) of solute,
t:
Iplied by the elastic constant combination K/(3K + AG). C (R)

Id be determined selfconsistently with the aid of eq. (5), For the

c
6 model used here it suffices to make the approximation C (R) ̂  C ,
•', , S "™* S

f the segregation does not deplete the background concentration

Ificantly. The calculated values of e for all major and minor

(ring elements are given in Table I.

jThe function F(<j>, p ) in eq. (15) contains the variables dijaracheristic

»e radiation, n, of the microstrueture, p = r /R, and of the solute,

, i.e., the ratio of the dragging coefficient to the diffusion

Uicient of the solute.

f \4 "? 4, I '
* COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

(9)Ashby and Brown have shown that the strain contrast image width
3

c r K
an inclusion of radius r is determined by the parameter _s&

cr
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or more explicitly by the relationship

f(w/ g) (21)

where g is the reciprocal lattice vector of the operating reflection,

' ->& is the corresponding extinction distance and f(w/re) represents a

function depending only on the image width expressed in units J g.

Therefore by imaging under known diffracting conditions, the parameter

3
e r may be determined from image width measurements.

S
3 3

In fig. 4 we have plotted z r /r determined from image width and
s o

void radius, r , as a function of p = r /R. R is taken as half of the

-1/3

average void spacing as determined by the equation R = 0.68 N with

N the observed void number density. The solid curve is a plot of e

versus p calculated from eqs. (15), taking e = -3.3 x 10 and

—1 2
$ = 9.5 x 10 *. Also shown is e from eq. (14) with P = 0 and a = 500 erg/cm .

a s
We note that e is small compared to £ < ( and that the experimental

3 3
quantity e r /r can be accounted for rather well by the segregation

produced strains alone.

e.c
DISCUSSION

The model contains essentially two adjustable parameters, namely
• 2

e and <|> = •%?—. Since n and R are experimentally measurable quantities the
s

model can in principle provide an estimate of the ratio D /a. For the
s

-4 ° -3
data in fig. 4, n = 6 x 10 and R « 540A. Therefore using <{> = 9.5 x 10

-14 *

we obtain D *v* 10 . These values appear reasonable since they allow

steady state segregation to be approached in times of the order of 1000 s

corresponding to less than 0.5dpa. This is consistent with the very rapid

build up of the strain^ field around voids observed during irradiation

with \ pev electrons.f\ \\ '
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e explicitly by the relationship

= f(w/ g) (21)

g is the reciprocal lattice vector of the operating reflection,

the corresponding extinction distance and f(w/Tg^ represents a

4 /f\ K K

on depending only on the image width expressed in units J g.

ore by imaging under known diffracting conditions, the parameter

ay be determined from image width measurements.
3 3n fig. 4 we have plotted e r / r determined from image width and
s oadius, r , as a function of p = r /R. R is taken as half of theo or

-1/3B void spacing as determined by the equation R = 0.68 N with

observed void number density. The solid curve is a plot of e
s

_3
p calculated from eqs. (15), taking e = -3.3 x 10 and .

o ° ~̂
-2T 2

x 10 . Also shown is e from eq. (14) with P = 0 and a = 500 erg/cm .
that e is small compared to e ( ) and that the experimental

3 3
y e r /r can be accounted for rather well by the segregation .,

d strains alone.

DISCUSSION

e model contains essentially two adjustable parameters, namely
. 2

-=j=r—. Since n and R are experimentally measurable quantities the
s

an in principle provide an estimate of the ratio D /a. For the
s

• -4 ° -3 ,
fig. 4, n = 6 x 10 and R *» 540A. Therefore using <j> = 9.5 x 10 X~

-14 *

In D ^ 10 . These values appear reasonable since they allow

state segregation to be approached in times of the order of 1000 s

iding to less than 0.5dpa. This is consistent with the very rapid

of the strain-field around voids observed during irradiation

sv electrons.
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Finally, the experimentally determined value cf the effective misfit

_3
parameter e = - 3.3 x 10 is somewhat larger than the individual misfit

parameters of the major alloying components given in Table I. The Auger

results indicate, however, that nickel and silicon become enriched, and

chromium depleted at the irradiated surface. Therefore, the strain

fields aroung the voids are expected to be superpositions of those

resulting from the segregations of these'three alloying elements.

Assuming as a crude, first approximation that the diffusion and the drag

coefficients are the same for the three elements (a for chromuum, however,

with a negative sign), the effective misfit parameter should be #f 1 M W V j'

r^'c -3
e (Ni) + e (Si) - e (Gr) ̂  - 2.4 x 10 . This is close to the value
o o o . —

—3
-3.3 x 10 needed to fit the experimental data. The agreement is in

fact much better than one night have expected in view of the rather crude

nature of the model. It does suggest, however, that the basic features

of the model are essentially correct and that the same segregation

'Smchanisin occurs at internal and external surfaces during irradiation.

SUMMARY

During irradiation alloying elements segregate to void surfaces

and to £&& external surfaces. In 18Cr-8Ni-lSi Stainless Steel undersized Re-

solute atoms tend to segregate towards the surfaces while oversized solutes

tend to segregate away from the surfaces. A possible explanation for

the segregation is that undersized solutes may be more readily accomodated

in interstitial sites than oversized solute atoms. This would cause the

ratio of undersized to oversized solutes comprising the interstitial flux

to exceed the ratio of theii* average concentratianr and result in a

build-up of undersized solutes near point defect sinks. At the same

i
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time oversized solutes will have a preference for substitutional sites

and will therefore tend to be transported away from sinks by the vacancy

migration.

The radiation produced segregation changes the alloy composition near

Stilts '

rnnlin for radiation produced defects such as voids, external surfaces

and grain boundaries and, hence, will influence a number of properties

and phenomena* important for thermonuclear reactors, e.g., ductility,
C

corrosion and stress Corrosion cracking, sputtering and blistering.
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TABLE I.

Composition, Volume Size Factor £2
s

Misfit Parameter t in 18Cr-8Ni-lSi Stainless Steel
o

a

Element Wt % At % fl (%)

Ni 9.74 9.27 . -3.2

Cr 16.95 18.22 4.8

Si 0.93 1.85 -2.7

C <0.03 <0.14 53.9

Mn <0.05 <0.05 3.4

Mo <0.05 <0.03 35.9

Cu <0.05 <0.04 9.3

bal. Fe

a For 316 Stainless Steel (ref. 10)

-5.7

1.7

-1.0

1.5

3.4

2.1

8.1

o

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

io-*

lO"3

lO"4

10" 5

10" 6

ID"6

io-6



FIGURE CAPTIONS.

Figure 1. Segregation effects in 18Cr-8Ni-lSi SS irradiated with 1 Mev
electrons at 500°C (n = 6 x 10~4dpa/sec.). (a) strain effects
around voids after 0.2 dpa, (b) after 1.9 d^a, and (c) precipitation
on void surfaces at 4.3 dpa.

tigure 2. Auger electron Spectra from external surfaces of 18Cr-8Ni-lSi GS
before and after bombarding.with 3.25 Mev Ni ions.
(Temperature - 600°C, peak dose = 60 dpa)

Figure 3. Schematic of a void and its surrounding solute concentration
gradient.

Figure 4. Misfit parameter of a 18Cr-8Ni-lSi alloy irradiated with 1 ileV
electrons at 500°C at a displacement rate n = 6 x 10"4 dpa/sec
to a dose of 0.3 dpa plotted as function of reduced void
radius, p = r /R. The points where determined from strain
contrast measurements on groups of voids of the same size
cla.^s. Error bars indicate range of individual measurements.
The solid curve is e calculated from eqs. (15), (18), (19) and
(20) with <f> = 9.5 x So~3. The dashed curve is e calculated
from eq. (14) with P = 0 and o = 500 erg/cm2. °

o
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